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1.0 Introduction and summary
This document reports on the performances of the ERS-2 RA during nominal operations and on
the quality of the RA fast delivery products (URA) in the period between the 19th of November
2001 and the 28th of January 2002, corresponding to cycles 69 and 70.
The document will report only the outcome of the several quality assessment procedures
performed during the period under discussion. For a description of the methods used and for a
more detailed description of the different instrument sub-systems under study, the reader should
refer to “ERS-2 Radar Altimeter performance monitoring, Theoretical Background”, ref. ERETN-ADQ-GSO-8002, available at http://pcswww.esrin.esa.it/ra.
The results reported in each section concern, apart from a summary of the daily quality control
made within the PCS, an explanation of the major events that have impacted the performance
during the last cycles.
During cycles 69 and 70 the AGC trend has kept a stable behaviour maintaining the same slow
decreasing trend as it had experienced during the previous two cycles, that trend is due to normal
instrument ageing effects (ref. par 2.1.1).
For the period covering cycles 69 and 70 two jumps are noticeable in correspondence to the two
instrument switch-off events occurred (ref. par 2.1.2).
At the end of cycle 68 another Leonid Storm event occurred (ref par. 4.5) which could have had an
impact on the USO frequency and correction values. Following a first analysis this seemed not to
be the case indeed the USO values, after the recovery form the payload switch off, seemed to follow the trend they had followed since then. This conclusion can be confirmed by the analysis of
the measurements accumulated until the end of cycle 70 (ref. par. 2.2).
Two jumps are visible at the end of the plot in correspondence to the anomaly occurred during cycles 69 and 70 (ref. par. 2.3).
A value of 1.5% of products acquired in Acquisition mode has been kept throughout the whole
period covered by this report. (ref. par. 3.1)
During cycles 69 and 70 all the instrument internal parameters have maintained a stable behaviour
(ref. par. 3.2).
In relation to the IF Filter performance and considering the overall mission time extent up to the
end of cycle 70 the following can be affirmed: until cycle 63 the low filter number samples, up to
filter number 33, show positive differences, respect to the reference one, and they increase with
time. On the other hand, the high filter numbers, from 52 to 64, exhibit negative differences, respect to the reference, that tend to slightly diminish with time. However, analysing all the data after the May 2001 anomaly (ref. “ERS-2 Cyclic Report for cycles 63 and 64, ERE-PCS-ADQALT-0003), it seems that the previously observed behaviour is no more maintained. While the values related to the high filter numbers continue to follow a decreasing trend, the values related to
the low filter numbers seem to observe a constant law or even to decrease (ref. par. 3.3).
The overall mispointing time series, considering both ascending and descending tracks results,
°
lies around a value of 0.088 . The last increase, occurred after the 17th of January 2001 when the
3
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Extra Backup Mode Started to be operational, with a value of about 0.02 resulted to be the most
significant. Nevertheless, the software change performed on the 30th of March 2001; which upgraded the Extra Backup Mode to geocentric pointing; led to a substantial decrease of the mispointing value to a figure comparable to the ones measured before for the Mono-Gyro Piloting.
The ZGM implementation led to a further tiny improvement. On the other hand, because of all the
uncertainties present in the mispointing retrieval algorithm,
the retrieved figures over the whole
°
°
mission could be considered assuming values from 0 to 0.15 . A typical feature has been affecting the mispointing results during the whole period analysed in this report: over several orbits a
peak is noticeable in the orbital region at about 01:30 from the ascending node; corresponding to
about 45 degree latitude south during ascending passes. It can be explained with the occurrence of
a typical phenomenon of the winter period identified as Sun-Blinding effect (ref. par. 3.4).
The fast delivery data performance have been very good during the period under analysis. A particular feature of cycle 69 was a reasonably high number of missing products due to the two payload switch offs and few other occasion in which acquisition problems occurred. For cycle 70 the
most evident feature was that the percentage of data having the RA retrieved parameters out of
range has been higher than average. This was related to the Sun-Blinding events during which the
off-nadir pointing angle becomes very high. This has an effect on the RA retrieved parameters
(the measured Sigma_0 assumes a lower value than what it actually is while the measured Wind
Speed and SWH result to be higher than their actual values) in such a way that they result to be
out of the nominal range (ref. par. 4.2). This last peculiarity was also remarked in the ECMWF
quality reports (ref. par. 4.6).
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2.0 Calibration Performances
In this paragraph the performance of the different internal calibration procedures for the Radar
Altimeter will be described. For the theoretical background and the instrument description related
to the subject, the reader should refer to chapter 2 of the document: “ERS-2 Radar Altimeter Cyclic Report, Theoretical background”, ref. ERE-TN-ADQ-GSO-8002 available at http://pcswww.esrin.esa.it/ra.

2.1 Openloop Calibration
2.1.1 Automatic Gain Control (AGC)
The AGC Openloop Calibration Correction trend since the beginning of the mission is plotted in
the following picture. Every value represents the average over one orbit; this hides the orbital variations in the correction values, which otherwise would be clear. The increasing pattern at the beginning corresponds to the commissioning phase. The decreasing pattern covering the last few
years can be related to instrumental ageing. In correspondence of the anomaly occurred on the 7th
of October (ref. par. 3.2.2, APP-ADQ/PCS/RA00-008, “ERS-2 RA Cyclic Report for Cycles 57
and 58”) a small increase of the Calibration Correction values is noticeable. The AGC values just
after the recovery from the anomaly were about 0.05 dBs higher than the previous trend while this
difference was reduced to 0.02 dBs at the end of cycle 58. Because of these small values, the AGC
variation occurred should not have had a very big impact in the backscattering quantity measured
by the Radar Altimeter. Anyway the problem has been investigated in detail and no impact has
been found on the sigma_0. Indeed an equivalent but opposite variation has been detected in the
internal gain settings which the AGC Openloop Calibration Correction has to compensate for.
On the other hand, since the 5th and until the 13th of February 2001, a clear spreading of the values is evident in the plot. This is the consequence of the up-loading of non correct on-board parameters as described in par. 4.5 of the “ERS-2 Radar Altimeter Cyclic Report for cycle 61”, ref.
APP-ADQ/PCS/RA01-003. After the recovery the AGC Calibration Correction trend remained
stable within the error due to the nominal variability.
During cycle 63, starting from the 24th of May 2001 for few days, the AGC Calibration Correction behaviour was very different from the nominal one showing rapid variations and very large
negative values. On the 26th of May it started to be stable again around a value 0.2 dBs lower than
the nominal figures. Since then the Calibration Correction has been following an increasing pattern reaching, at the end of cycle 64, a value which is only 0.1 dBs lower than nominal (ref. “ERS2 Radar Altimeter Cyclic Report for cycles 63 and 64” ERE-TN-ADQ-ALT-0003).
During cycles 69 and 70 the AGC trend has kept a stable behaviour maintaining the same slow decreasing trend as it had experienced during the previous two cycles, that trend is due to normal instrument ageing effects.
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2.1.2 Height Tracking Loop (HTL)
The HTL Openloop Calibration trend since the beginning of the mission is plotted in the following picture. Every value represents the average over one orbit; this hides the orbital variations in
the HTL values, which otherwise would be clear. The overall increasing pattern is easy to notice,
being the first part related to the commissioning phase. It is superimposed to sudden variations
(jumps) of the values in correspondence to instrument anomalies.
The impact of the sudden payload temperature increase and decrease occurred at the end of May
2001, is visible also on the HTL Calibration Correction (ref. “ERS-2 Radar Altimeter Cyclic Report for cycles 63 and 64” ERE-TN-ADQ-ALT-0003). A peak is detectable over the period from
21st to 26th May while after that the stable behaviour is recovered.
For the period covering cycles 69 and 70 two jumps are noticeable in correspondence to the two
instrument switch-off events occurred (ref. par. 3.2.2)
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2.2 Ultra Stable Oscillator (USO)
The following picture shows the USO measurements trend since the beginning of the mission. It
has to be noticed that during the last period, the Ultra Stable Oscillator drift measurements slope
tend to be lower than it was before (smaller negative value). Since the beginning of the year 1999
the values of the USO frequency are likely to follow a different trend respect to whet they did before that date. Since cycle 46 we had noticed that the amount of values following that different
trend was big enough to cause the overall drift passing from a negative value of 8.9 mm/year to a
negative value of 8.7 mm/year. After specific investigations it has been found that since November
the 21st 1998 the slope had assumed a value of 7.1 mm/year until cycle 53 and has been continuing to increase until a value of 6.9 mm/year at the end of cycle 60. This fact cannot be correlated
to a particular event regarding the instrument itself; the explanation could be a high amount of
magnetic or X rays in the space outside the spacecraft which often cause a frequency change in
this kind of devices. Anyway this does not introduce further errors in the Radar Altimeter measurements, being the USO frequency regularly measured and the appropriated correction evaluated. Considering the contribution of the measurements recorded up to cycle 64 we realised that a
further change on the USO frequency had occurred after the one already described on the 21st of
November 1998. A small study in that direction allowed us to define a new trend starting from the
29th of November 2000. Noticing that the period of the year is the same as for the previous USO
drift slope change occurrence, we have supposed that the cause could be the same and that it could
be related to the occurrence of the Leonid Storm.
At the end of cycle 68 another Leonid Storm event occurred (ref par. 4.5) which could have had an
impact on the USO frequency and correction values. Following a first analysis this seemed not to
be the case indeed the USO values, after the recovery form the payload switch off, seemed to follow the trend they had followed since then. This conclusion can be confirmed by the analysis of
the measurements accumulated until the end of cycle 70.
As commented before, these USO drift changes do not really degrade the Radar Altimeter measurements since the appropriate correction is regularly evaluated and the users will have to apply it
to the range data (ref. http://pcswww.esrin.esa.it/ra, Corrections).
7
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2.3 Scanning Point Target Response (SPTR)
The SPTR correction values history is reported in the following picture (the black lines on both
the side of each value represent the relative standard deviation) showing clearly the jumps in correspondence to the instrument anomalies. It is worthwhile to notice in the plot that the jumps in
the SPTR correction value are much less frequent after the summer 1997. This is related to a patch
in the on-board software performed on July the 14th 1997, aimed to reduce the frequency of occurrence of the most common anomaly for the Radar Altimeter. That anomaly is denominated
“Memory Checksum Violation” and consists in the change of a bit’s value in the internal memory
due to casual electric discharge. The black straight line plotted around each correction represent
the standard deviation related to each correction. The period of time for which no correction is
plotted are the ones for which no correction could be calculated due to missing measurements in
SPTR Calibration Mode.
The SPTR calibration correction has been operationally evaluated for the users to correct the
range data, since the beginning of the mission. However, new algorithm was developed and implemented during the year 2000 and on the 15th of December it was rendered operational. For this
reason, since then an upgraded SPTR correction value is operationally available for the users at
the following address: http://pcswww.esrin.esa.it/ra. An overview of the algorithm and the outcome of the validation process preformed on the results are available at the same URL in the document: ERE-TN-ADQ-GSO-6001.
Two jumps are visible at the end of the plot in correspondence to the anomaly occurred during cycles 69 and 70.
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3.0 Instrument performance
In this paragraph the results of the Radar Altimeter instrument performance monitoring assessment will be described. For the theoretical background and the instrument description related to
the subject, the reader should refer to chapter 3 of the document: “ERS-2 Radar Altimeter Cyclic
Report, Theoretical background”, ref. ERE-TN-ADQ-GSO-8002 available at http://pcswww.esrin.esa.it/ra.

3.1 Acquisition Percentage
The plot inserted hereafter shows the percentage of products recorded in Acquisition Mode since
the beginning of the Mission.

For the period until the 17th of January, the percentage of products in Acquisition Mode follows
the same trend as for all the previous cycles since number 41. The values of that parameter during
cycle 40 and all the previous ones, were, in average, lying around 1.95%; for cycle 41 and the following ones the values lye around 1.5%. This was due to the change of the Ice/Ocean mask used
for the Radar Altimeter operations, mentioned more in detail in the chapter dedicated to the Instrument Mode, avoiding the instrument to often switch to Acquisition Mode when flying over
costal zones. The decrease of Acquisition Mode percentage starting from cycle 41, can be noticed
also in the Tracking Performance Trend plotted just behind, since the beginning of the mission.
Here the two burst of higher values close to the beginning are relative to periods when the internal
parameters have been manually changed for tests.
On the other hand, since the 5th of February, when the instrument was switched on after the long
unavailability period, the Tracking Performance resulted to be very degraded. During the first
days after the recovery the Acquisition Percentage was assuming average value of about 2.4%. All
this is most due to the piloting scheme used for the attitude control since those days (Extra Backup Mode) and the effects of a contemporary astronomical event called “Sun Blinding”. The combination of those two events, which are anyway correlated to each others, had, the effect to
degrade the attitude control of the platform. The degradation of the attitude control was such that
10
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the RA antenna experienced a big off-nadir pointing and consequently the on-board tracker could
“maintain the lock” with the received signal. Since the last part of cycle 62, the astronomical conditions of the earth respect to the sun have been slowly changing in a way that the Sun-Blinding
events are not occurring any more. Furthermore, the piloting software has been upgraded in such a
way that the pointing performance results much improved (ref. “ERS-2 RA Cyclic Report for Cycle 62”, ERE-TN-ADQ-ALT-0002).
Throughout the whole cycle 61 and 62 extent, the Acquisition Percentage has been following a
very slow decreasing trend until to arrive at a figure very close to the 1.5% it assumed before the
January unavailability. This value has been kept for the whole extent of the period until the end of
cycle 70.
In the tables hereafter the number of ocean products in Acquisition and Tracking Modes for cycle
69 and cycle 70 respectively are reported together with the percentage of products in Acquisition
Mode respect to the total. Worthwhile to notice, in the table relative to cycle 69, the high value recorded on the 30th of November 2001. This was caused to the fact that during that day the instrument was working in acquisition mode more often than usual due to high off-nadir pointing
values. This in relation to the 1 Gyro Coarse Mode Commissioning Phase (see. par. 4.5)
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3.2 Internal Instrument Parameters
3.2.1 Internal Instrument Parameters Trends
The internal instrument parameters can be subdivided into two categories:
• Parameters not influenced by the temperature outside the instrument thus not presenting variations synchronous with the orbit. They are plotted in the following pictures where all the values
(one every 16 seconds) are displayed and the discrimination due to the quantization is easy to
notice.
Considering the whole mission time extent, the trend of most of the parameters appears to be
quite stable. The only parameters showing variations are the HPA Transmitted Power and the
Helix Current. The two parameters had been following a very slow decreasing trend since the
beginning of the mission until cycle 37 (November 1998) when the decreasing became slightly
more important. Since cycle 45 (August 1999) the Helix Current trend started slowly to increase while the decreasing of the HPA Transmitted Power became again less noticeable.
Those variations are so slow that they are not detectable in one or two cycles time scale.
On the other hand, an anomalous event occurred at the beginning of July 2000 caused a small
but abrupt change on several of the parameters hereafter reported. Among them the HPA Transmitted Power, for example, has recorded a decreased of about 0.5 W.
During cycles 69 and 70 all the parameters have maintained a stable behaviour. Small gaps can
be noticed in all the parameters plots in correspondence of the on board anomalies occurred
during the two cycles (ref. par. 3.2.2).
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• Parameters influenced by the temperature outside the instrument thus presenting variations
synchronous with the orbit. They are displayed in the following pictures after the daily mean
has been calculated.
In general, within few cycles time extent, the trends for all the parameters are quite stable; the
most of them even maintain the same value during the whole period. On the other hand, considering the whole mission time extent, an annual cycle can be observed in dependence of the sunearth distance.
The Instrument Control Unit (ICU) temperature is the parameter which suffered the most of an
instrument anomaly occurred at the beginning of July 2000; this is easy to understand considering that a malfunction of this component caused a failure of the whole payload. After the
°
anomaly the ICU temperature was more than 7 lower than before and actually it is stable at
°
°
around 29 . Furthermore, the July anomaly caused a SPSA Panel temperature decrease of 1
while the LVPS temperatures experienced a 1 ° increase.
The anomaly occurred in January 2001 had again an influence on the parameters, especially the
temperature measurements. On a general basis, the value assumed after that date was ~1 ° lower than the one recorded previous the long anomaly occurrence (ref. “ERS-2 Radar Altimeter
Cyclic Report for cycles 59 and 60”, APP-ADQ/PCS/RA01-001).
During cycles 69 and 70 all the parameters have maintained a stable behaviour. On the other
hand, in several cases, the parameters experience a sudden dip in coincidence with on-board
anomalous events (ref. par. 3.2.2).
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3.2.2 Internal Instrument Parameters and Instrument Anomalies
During cycles 69 and 70 the instrument was unavailable twice. Actually, in both cases, the instrument was switched-off on purpose in order to perform special operations. The tables hereafter report the date and a short explanation of the event, if known at the time of the report. The
information is made available at ESRIN/PCS by the ERS Mission Control Centre at ESOC.
Table 1: Anomalies occurred during cycle 69
Anomaly

Reason

17-NOV-2001 18:15:00 - 19-NOV-2001 10:58:55

Payload switch off in
occasion of Leonid
Storm
Payload switch-off in
occasion of the 1 Gyro
Coarse Mode Commissioning Phase

27-NOV-2001 08:38:00 - 28-NOV-2001 13:33:00

Table 2: Anomalies occurred during cycle 70
Anomaly

Reason

Hereafter the legend relative to the previous plots is given showing all the possible instrument
modes for the Radar Altimeter. The percentages of every mode occurred during cycle 69 and 70
are also reported.
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In the pictures reported afterwards all the internal instrument parameters are plotted for day 28th
of November 2001. For every plot all the values of the parameters (one every 16 seconds) are displayed together with the relative instrument mode (represented by the colours). In some cases the
parameters values were not available while the instrument mode information was. In those cases
the parameter value has been chosen to be a value out of the nominal range; so the displayed
points much higher or much lower than the overall trend do not represent real values of the parameters but they have been used just to show the instrument mode.
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3.3 IF Filter Shape
The first two pictures reported hereafter give a vision of the IF Filter Shape behaviour for cycle 69
and 70 respectively.
• The IF Filter Shape reported in the lowest panel of either picture is the filter impulse response
power spectum normalised to the average integrated power in the filters range 30 to 59. The
middle panel represents the difference between the IF Filter Shape of the current cycle respect
that evaluated on the 5th of May 1995 (reference shape); the diamond represents the mean difference over the cycle for each of the 64 FFT samples while the bar is ranging from the minimum to the maximum in the cycle. The highest panel shows the IF Filter Shape difference with
the reference shape averaged over all the 64 FFT samples (also here the each bar is ranging
from the minimum to the maximum over each filter) in function of time.
• In the lowest panel it is easy to notice that the normalised power values for FFT samples 30 to
33 have a big variations over the cycles and on the middle panel those samples show the biggest differences respect to the reference. What is estimated over those samples is not the real IF
filter behaviour but it is caused by another instrumental effect (probably A/D conversion and
DC offset) acting over the PTR pulses used in the retrieving process.
• Excluding the two central samples, the biggest variations of the IF Filter shape, are in general
relative to the first part of the filter bank, that is low filter numbers. This fact should insure that
those shape variations have a low impact on the Radar Altimeter performances since the waveform samples related to the low number filters assume usually values close to zero. Anyway the
different behaviour of the low and high filter numbers, which causes a variation of the filter
shape slope, has been demonstrated to affect the instrument performance.
• What is evident is that the changes of the IF Filter Shape with reference to the beginning of the
mission are, in nominal conditions, limited to ca. 0.03 dBs.
The two pages reported afterwards document trends of the IF filter characteristics difference respect to the reference.
• The same observations can be made as for the cycle results: differences over samples 31 and 32
have been always quite big; being the values even outside our plotted range for a significant
time span.
• Considering the overall mission time extent up to the end of cycle 70 the following can be affirmed:
Until cycle 63 the low filter number samples, up to filter number 33, show positive differences,
respect to the reference one, and they increase with time. On the other hand, the high filter
numbers, from 52 to 64, exhibit negative differences, respect to the reference, that tend to
slightly diminish with time.
On the other hand, analysing all the data after the May 2001 anomaly (ref. “ERS-2 Cyclic Report for cycles 63 and 64, ERE-PCS-ADQ-ALT-0003), it seems that the previously observed
behaviour is no more maintained. While the values related to the high filter numbers continue
to follow a decreasing trend, the values related to the low filter numbers seem to observe a constant law or even to decrease.
• More generally, the IF Filter shape is affecting the received echo shape within the filter bank.
For this reason it has an influence on all the RA retrieved parameters (e.g. Range, Sigma_0 and
Significant Wave Height) being their evaluation based on the received waveform profile. Some
detailed investigations have been performed in order to assess the impact of the IF filter chang19
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es on the RA parameters. Indeed changes have been detected on the Range (~1.5 cm over the
whole mission extent) and on the SWH (~6 cm over the whole mission extent). More detailed
results can be found in the CLS document CLS/DOS/NT/01.451 available at http://pcswww.esrin.esa.it/ra, Articles & Studies.
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3.4 Off-Nadir Pointing
3.4.1 Overall Trend
Starting from cycle 61, because of the implementation of a piloting scheme called Extra Backup
Mode (ref. par. 4.5 of “ERS-2 Radar Altimeter Cyclic Report for cycle 61”, APP-ADQ/PCS/
RA01-003) and having foreseen the subsequent implementation of other attitude control procedures; more data were available in operational mode. This was due to the need to perform a more
careful mispointing assessment and allowed ESRIN/PCS to perform a discriminated analysis for
ascending and descending tracks.
On the other hand, on the 30th of March 2001 an upgrade of the EBM piloting software was uplinked which modified the mode from geocentric to geodetic (ref. par. 4.5 of “ERS-2 Radar Altimeter Cyclic Report for cycle 62”, ERE-TN-ADQ-ALT-0002). This had a very big impact, as expected, in the nadir pointing performance of the spacecraft.
A further step in the upgrade of the piloting strategy was started to be implemented on the 7th of
June 2001 with the Zero Gyro Mode. As better described in par 4.5, the final implementation of
this piloting scheme lasted until halfway cycle 68, since it was performed by up-loading several
on-board software patches in several steps. The ZGM was mainly intended to ameliorate the Yaw
axis performance and consequently it should not have any impact on the Radar Altimeter antenna
mispointing being this only function of the Roll and Pitch angles. However, supposing the existence of spurious interactions between the three attitude angles, the RA antenna off-nadir pointing
was accurately monitored during the whole period in order to detect eventual down-degradations
correlated to any piloting software modification.
Table 3 and Table 4 report the statistics obtained on the mispointing values for the different piloting configurations used until present.
Table 3: Statistics off-nadir pointing angle values in different configurations (Ascending
Passes)
Configuration

Average ( ° )

Median ( ° )

Std. Dev ( ° )

Three Gyros piloting
(29-Apr-1995 to 3-Feb-2000)

0.0831

0.0801

0.0146

Mono Gyro piloting - Gyro 5
(18-Feb-2000 to 7-Oct-2000)

0.0905

0.0898

0.0145

Mono Gyro piloting - Gyro 6
(10-Oct-2000 to 24-Oct-2000)

0.0897

0.0919

0.0098

Mono Gyro piloting - Gyro 1
(25-Oct-2000 to 16-Jan-2001)

0.0918

0.0913

0.0087

Extra Backup Mode piloting
(5-Feb to 29-March-2001)

0.0979

0.0945

0.0132

Extra Backup Mode geodetic
piloting
(30-March to 6-June 2001)

0.0986

0.0986

0.0103

25
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Table 3: Statistics off-nadir pointing angle values in different configurations (Ascending
Passes)
Configuration

Average ( ° )

Median ( ° )

Std. Dev ( ° )

Zero Gyro Mode
(7-June-2001 to present)

0.0866

0.0841

0.0128

Table 4: Statistics off-nadir pointing angle values in different configurations (Descending
Passes)
Configuration

Average ( ° )

Median ( ° )

Std. Dev ( ° )

Three Gyros piloting
(29-Apr-1995 to 3-Feb-2000)

N/A

N/A

N/A

Mono Gyro piloting - Gyro 5
(18-Feb-2000 to 7-Oct-2000)

0.0846

0.0831

0.0174

Mono Gyro piloting - Gyro 6
(10-Oct-2000 to 24-Oct-2000)

N/A

N/A

N/A

Mono Gyro piloting - Gyro 1
(25-Oct-2000 to 16-Jan-2001)

N/A

N/A

N/A

Extra Backup Mode piloting
(5-Feb to 29-March 2001)

0.1163

0.1176

0.0137

Extra Backup Mode geodetic
piloting
(30-March to 6-June 2001)

0.0868

0.0848

0.0076

Zero Gyro Mode
(7-June-2001 to present)

0.0833

0.0819

0.0095

In view of the evaluation performed for the ascending tracks, next to the increase of the mispointing values due to the change from the Three Gyros scheme to the Mono-Gyro one; a very tiny further increase is noticeable when passing from Mono-Gyro piloting with Gyro 5 to mono-Gyro
piloting with Gyro 1. Again, passing from Mono-Gyro piloting to Extra Backup Mode an additional tiny increase occurred. The upgrade performed at the end of March 2001 caused again a
very small increase of the mispointing values for ascending passes, nevertheless the decrease experienced in the descending passes results was so significant to fully compensate this. In any case,
the difference absolute numbers are so small that it can be considered negligible especially con°
sidering that the total mispointing figures are still very close to 0.1 . The implementation of the
ZGM, even if not planned, had an impact on the RA mispointing performance causing a tiny improvement especially for the ascending passes results.
Concerning the evaluation performed on the descending passes, a comparison is possible only between the results with Mono-Gyro/Gyro 5 piloting scheme and Extra Backup Mode. In this sense,
a clear increase is observable when passing to the last mentioned piloting scheme. Moreover,
when comparing with the ascending tracks results, the outcome appears to be lower in Mono26
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Gyro/Gyro 5 piloting while it is higher in Extra Backup Mode. This could be eventually identified
as an impact of the “Sun-Blinding effect” (ref. par. 4.5 of “ERS-2 Radar Altimeter Cyclic Report
for cycle 62”, ERE-TN-ADQ-ALT-0002) that, until half March, in the northern hemisphere, has
been more significant on the descending tracks. The upgrade to the geodetic Extra Backup Mode
caused a sharp decrease in the mispointing values recorded during descending tracks. The descending passes outcome was not much affected by the Zero Gyro Mode realization.
For the descending passes, the overall average value lies around 0.09 ° , where the highest values,
°
correlated with the Extra Backup Mode before the upgrade, still remain under 0.12 . Taking into
account that this figure was the highest off-nadir pointing value retrieved during the Three-Gyros
piloting when evaluating the round-the-orbit behaviour, the performance in Extra Backup Mode,
over this zone, can be reputed still acceptable. On the other hand, this was only related to a short
period of a couple of months until the software upgrade re-established good performance at the
end of March 2001. The overall performance seems, by the end of cycle 70, to undergo a further
improvement since the starting of the ZGM execution.
In the following picture, the off-nadir pointing trend is reported since the beginning of the mission. Results for ascending and descending passes are plotted respectively in red and green.

From the following figure we can notice that the overall mispointing time series, considering both
°
ascending and descending tracks results, lies around a value of 0.088 . A very small increasing
trend is evident after middle February 2000 (change of the piloting system); another after the 7th
of October 2000 when the Gyro 5 failed and the Gyro 1 was chosen to pilot the platform in nominal operations (after a very short period during which Gyro 6 was used). The total increment, be°
ing in average lower than 0.01 , can be anyway considered irrelevant bearing in mind the
uncertainties affecting the retrieved figures. A further increase, occurred after the 17th of January
°
2001 when the Extra Backup Mode Started to be operational, with a value of about 0.02 resulted
27
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to be the most significant. Nevertheless, the software change performed on the 30th of March
2001; which upgraded the Extra Backup Mode to geocentric pointing; led to a substantial decrease of the mispointing value to a figure comparable to the ones measured before for the MonoGyro Piloting. The ZGM led to a further tiny improvement. On the other hand, because of all the
uncertainties present in the mispointing retrieval algorithm,
the retrieved figures over the whole
°
°
mission could be considered assuming values from 0 to 0.15 .

It has to be remembered that the outcome reported here has been evaluated from data sensed over
the latitude range [0, 35] deg, this is most probably not properly representing the off-nadir pointing behaviour along the whole orbit.
3.4.2 Along the Orbit Behaviour
Hereafter an example is reported for December the 15th to show the nominal behaviour. In general, the following can be pointed out:
• All the plots starts at the ascending node which corresponds to the equator. In the two ranges at
a relative time distance of about 00:16-00:30 and 01:07-01:33 no data are ever reported. Those
two orbital time period correspond to the geographical zones covering respectively the north
and the south poles. Over those zones data have not been processed (+/- 60 ° latitude) because
mostly covered with sea ice.
• The mispointing squared averaged values appear lower in the zones close to the equator (relative time distance of 00:00 and 01:40 for ascending passes and 00:50 for descending passes)
while they get a bit higher in the zones close to the poles both for descending (relative time distance ~00:16 for north and ~01:07 for south) and ascending passes (relative time distance
~00:33 for north and ~01:23 for south).
• The standard deviation shows the same behaviour as just described for the mean.
28
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• The behaviour just described is typical for the winter season while in the summer season the
performance was slightly different (ref. “ERS-2 Cyclic Report for cycles 65 and 66”, ERE-TNADQ-ALT-0004). This is due to the position of the earth respect to the sun which influences
the performance of the Digital Earth Sensor used to on-board steer the Roll and Pitch attitude
angles.

In order to illustrate a special feature noticed for cycles 69 and 70, the data acquired on the 1st of
January 2002 are hereafter plotted. Beyond the general observations, as described above, in this
case the following can be stated:
• A peak is noticeable in the last part of the plot (~01:30 from ascending node) corresponding the
southern hemisphere during ascending passes.
• Being the peak present both in the mean and in the standard deviation plot; it can be concluded
that the feature only affects very few orbits. This has been confirmed by a more detailed orbit
by orbit analysis.
• The behaviour here described has been recorded regularly during the whole period treated in
this report. It can be explained with the occurrence of a typical phenomenon of the winter period identified as Sun-Blinding effect and better described in par 4.5.
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4.0 Products performance
In this paragraph the results of the Radar Altimeter products performance monitoring assessment
will be described. For the theoretical background and the instrument description related to the
subject, the reader should refer to chapter 4 of the document: “ERS-2 Radar Altimeter Cyclic Report, Theoretical background”, ref. ERE-TN-ADQ-GSO-8002 available at http://pcswww.esrin.esa.it/ra.

4.1 Availability of Data and Quality Assessment
The fast delivery data (URA) are checked every day by ESRIN/PCS for quality assurance. The
summary of all the most important features affecting the quality of the data during cycle 69 is
hereafter reported.
Percentage of not available products (relative to the nominal number for a cycle): 4.0%
Percentage of blank DSRs (relative to the nominal number for a cycle): 0.24%, of which 0.09%
due to whole blank products and 0.15% due to products not totally blank.
Table 5: Percentage of products having one of the following flags set
Flag name

Percentage(%)

HDDT

less than 0.01

FS to Processor

0.0

Checksum Analysis

0.0

Formats/Sources

0.0

Auxiliary Data

0.0

Arithmetic Fault

0.0

Processor Status

0.0

Enough Measurement

0.04

Table 6: Percentage of products having one of the following parameters outside the
respective range
Parameter

Percentage(%)

Peakiness out of [1.2, 1.7]

0.14

Sigma_0 out of [0., 24.] (dB)

0.05

Wind Speed out of [0., 25.] (m/s)

0.03

Significant Wave Height ot of [0., 12.] (m)

less than 0.01

Note that the numbers here above (Table 6) are only relative to ocean products.
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Percentage of flagged products relative to the Wet Tropospheric Correction: 0.32%(a product is
flagged if it contains more than 10 DSRs which all have the default value for the Wet Tropospheric correction instead of a value derived from the MWR measurements).
The summary of all the most important features affecting the quality of the data during cycle 70 is
hereafter reported.
Percentage of not available products (relative to the nominal number for a cycle): 0.06%
Percentage of blank DSRs (relative to the nominal number for a cycle): 0.06%, of which 0.01%
due to whole blank products and 0.05% due to products not totally blank.
Table 7: Percentage of products having one of the following flags set
Flag name

Percentage(%)

HDDT

0.015

FS to Processor

0.0

Checksum Analysis

0.0

Formats/Sources

0.0

Auxiliary Data

0.0

Arithmetic Fault

0.0

Processor Status

0.0

Enough Measurement

0.64

Table 8: Percentage of products having one of the following parameters outside the
respective range
Parameter

Percentage(%)

Peakiness out of [1.2, 1.7]

0.23

Sigma_0 out of [0., 24.] (dB)

0.11

Wind Speed out of [0., 25.] (m/s)

0.08

Significant Wave Height ot of [0., 12.] (m)

0.025

Note that the numbers here above (Table 8) are only relative to ocean products.
Percentage of flagged products relative to the Wet Tropospheric Correction: less than 0.01% (a
product is flagged if it contains more than 10 DSRs which all have the default value for the Wet
Tropospheric correction instead of a value derived from the MWR measurements).
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ERS-2 URA Products Summary, Cycle 69
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ERS-2 URA Products Summary, Cycle 70
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In relation to the previous URA Products Summary pictures for cycles 69 and 70, here the description of flags meaning:
IF Gap: not nominal gap, between two files (Inter-file Gap)
Gap: nominal gap (due to descoping)
Groundtrack: no flagged products, everything is nominal
Wet Tr.: problem with the Wet Tropospheric correction
Version: problem with the Meteo Table version (auxiliary parameter used for the processing, giving the meteorological forecast)
Meteo: problem with the Meteo Table number (auxiliary parameter used for the processing, giving the meteorological forecast)
Blank: blank product, nominal (due to descoping)
Blank DSR: product with more than 5 blank DSRs over ocean, nominal (due to descoping)
Mode: not nominal instrument mode
Wspeed: problem with the Wind Speed (value out of [0., 25.] (m/s))
WHeight: problem with the Significant Wave Height (value out of [0., 12.] (m))
Peaki: problem with the Significant Wave Height (value out of [1.2, 1.7])
Sigma0: problem with the Significant Wave Height (value out of [0., 24.] (dB))
Blank: blank product
Blank DSR: product with more than 5 blank DSRs over ocean
MPH: Main Product Header flag set
SPH: Specific Product Header flag set
DSR: Data Set Record flag set
File: Missing File
Missprd: Missing Product, product counter not consecutive
Acq: problem with acquisition, gap within one file
Overlap: product overlapping with another one
Duplic: duplicated product
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The fast delivery data performance have been very good during the period under analysis. A particular feature of cycle 69 was a reasonably high number of missing products due to the two payload switch offs (ref. par. 3.2.2) and few other occasion in which acquisition problems occurred.
For cycle 70 the most evident feature was that the percentage of data having the RA retrieved parameters out of range has been higher than average. This was related to the Sun-Blinding events
during which the off-nadir pointing angle becomes very high (ref. par. 3.4.2). This has an effect on
the RA retrieved parameters (the measured Sigma_0 assumes a lower value than what it actually
is while the measured Wind Speed and SWH result to be higher than their actual values) in such a
way that they result to be out of the nominal range.

4.2 Fast Delivery Data Summary
They are reported in the following pictures, giving a global overview of the Radar Altimeter data
for cycles 69 and 70.
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Worthwhile to notice the Wind Speed values over the polar regions. Those value are quite often
identically equal to zero; they correspond to sigma_0 values higher than 20 dBs for which the
wind speed retrieval algorithm used for the fast delivery URA data gets saturated.
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The Peakiness, being related to the peakedness of the returned echo waveforms, represents a valuable quality parameter for the raw data. Over Ocean areas you expect smooth waveforms while
over Ice area the expected shape is more peaky. For ocean-like waveforms the peakiness should be
in the range [1.2, 1.7].
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Together with the Wind Speed mentioned before, also the Wet Tropospheric correction values
over the polar regions deserve a comment: the high values are not a consequence of the geophysical conditions in those areas; they are due the fact that the algorithm used to retrieve the correction
from the brightness temperatures gives valid results only over ocean areas.
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4.3 Instrument Mode
The following maps report a summary of the operative working modes during cycle 69 and 70.
In the plot reporting the ascending passes for cycle 69, a long series (quart of an orbit) of data in
acquisition mode can be observed at the west side of North America. This was caused to the fact
that over that period of time (on the 30th of November) the instrument was working with high offnadir pointing values in relation to the 1 Gyro Coarse Mode Commissioning Phase (see. par. 4.5)
For cycle 70, in the ascending passes plot, a feature can be noticed which is again related to the
Sun-Blinding effect and the consequent high mispointing values (ref. par. 3.4.2). Around -40 ° latitude in several occasions a series of source packet can be observed during which the instrument is
working in acquisition mode (dark blue). A reasonable explanation of this can be given as follows: the off-nadir angle is so high that the instrument loses the lock.
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ERS-2 Radar Altimeter: Working modes, Cycle 69
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ERS-2 Radar Altimeter: Working modes, Cycle 70
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4.4 Look Up Tables Status
The Look Up Tables (LUT) contain auxiliary parameters used in the on-ground processing. Those
parameters need, from time to time, to be updated. In those cases, new versions of the tables containing the parameters have to be produced and loaded in memory at the ground stations. During
the period covering cycles 69 and 70 no change on the Look Up Tables was implemented.
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4.5 Special Events
During the period covering cycle 69 and 70 the following events occurred that influenced the
products performance:
• Between November the 17th at 18:15 until November the 19th at 11:00 the payload was
switched off in order to prevent it to be degraded by the occurrence of the Leonid Storm. After
the recovery the Radar Altimeter showed a nominal behaviour.
• Between the 27th and the 30th of November the Mono-Gyro Coarse Mode Commissioning
phase was performed. For this reason the RA was switched off (together with the rest of the
payload) in the period 27-Nov.-2001 08:38:00 - 28-Nov.-2001 13:33:00. During the whole period of the commissioning phase the platform was operated in Fine Pointing Mode and underwent to several manoeuvres so that the pointing was not guaranteed. The Mono-Gyro Coarse
Mode allows the ESOC Flight Dynamics team to execute out-of-plane manoeuvres on the
ERS-2 platform in such a way that the orbit inclination can be optimized. Indeed starting from
December the 3rd, when the final evaluation of the Commissioning phase was completed, the
satellite dead-band is again nominal e.g. +/- 1Km at every latitude. Since that date, out-ofplane manoeuvres could not be performed at all; this was mainly to limit the usage of the last
gyro remained, the performance of which is quite poor, and minimise the risk to loose the mission in case of failure. Because of the impossibility of performing out-of-plane manoeuvres,
the accuracy in maintaining the real satellite orbit distance from to the nominal one (control
dead-band) within the original limits was degraded. The orbit maintenance strategy, until December the 3rd, had the aim to keep the ERS-2 control dead band within +/-1Km for: between
40 ° and 30 ° latitude north for descending passes; between 40 ° and 30 ° latitude south for ascending passes. Outside these areas the dead band was around +/-2.5 Km.
• On the 5th, 16th and 29th of December; the 5th, 18th and 28th of January 2002, in-plane manoeuvres were performed to maintain the ERS-2 orbit. Since the beginning of April the in-plane
manoeuvres are performed without making use of any gyroscope.
• The Sun-Blinding effect have been affecting the payload attitude during the whole period analysed in this report, actually starting from the second half of the month October 2001. The effect is caused by a malfunctioning of the Digital Earth Sensor, that, during special periods of
the year and at certain orbital positions, gets blinded by the sun light. The DES Sensor (which
is guiding the RA attitude control), is at those positions actually switched off in order to avoid
failures. The occurrence of this effect is seasonally dependent since it is strictly related to the
earth-sun relative position. Furthermore it depends also on the piloting scheme and its behaviour with the ZGM attitude control is not exactly known but anyway it is foreseen that the effect will continue until March.

4.6 Data Comparison with forecasts
Extracted from the ECMWF report on ERS-2 RA for November and December 2001 and January
2002, we can report the following results related to the comparison between the ERS-2 measured
parameters and the ones evaluated at the ECMWF (For more information: ecmwf.alt.nov01.pdf,
ecmwf.alt.dec01.pdf and ecmwf.alt.jan02.pdf available at http://pcswww.esrin.esa.it/ra).
Wind Speed Comparison between the ECMWF and the ERS-2 RA wind speeds (bias):
November 2001
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• Global:0.048 m/s
• Northern Hemisphere: 0.304 m/s
• Tropics: -0.032 m/s
• Southern Hemisphere: -0.053 m/s
December 2001
• Global: 0.097 m/s
• Northern Hemisphere: 0.408 m/s
• Tropics: 0.006 m/s
• Southern Hemisphere: -0.014 m/s
January 2002
• Global: 0.097 m/s
• Northern Hemisphere: 0.408 m/s
• Tropics: 0.006 m/s
• Southern Hemisphere: -0.014 m/s
Several outliers were identified in the scatter plots comparing the Wind Speed values measured
by the Radar Altimeter and the ECMWF predictions. Some of them were classified as due to tropical cyclones other as due to “Sun-Blinding” events (ref. par. 4.5). In general, however, ECMWF
affirms that the quality of the Radar Altimeter measured Wind Speed after June 2001 is comparable with that one recorded before the year 2000.
Significant Wave Height Comparison between the ECMWF and the ERS-2 RA significant wave
heights (bias):
November 2001
• Global: -0.033 m
• Northern Hemisphere: 0.095 m
• Tropics: -0.066 m
• Southern Hemisphere: -0.086 m
December 2001
• Global: -0.034 m
• Northern Hemisphere: 0.084 m
• Tropics: -0.040 m
• Southern Hemisphere: -0.096 m
January 2002
• Global: -0.040 m
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• Northern Hemisphere: 0.078 m
• Tropics: -0.053 m
• Southern Hemisphere: -0.091 m
Apart from a particular case that I will later describe, the comments regarding the SWH data quality are positive in both reports.
For the day of 28th of November the quality of both the Wind Speed and the Wave Heights have
been qualified as of low quality, this again in relation with the Mono-Gyro Coarse Mode Commissioning Phase (ref. par. 4.5).
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